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SEEKING COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Following TSMV's 2017 Resort Centre ASP amendment submission, we heard from the community that
TSMV needs to better articulate the vision for its developable land, which represents 80 per cent of the
remaining developable land in Canmore. As we enter this new Area Structure Plan (ASP) process, we
have worked to make the vision clear for Three Sisters' Village and Smith Creek lands.
Once the Terms of Reference (TOR) was approved by Council on Oct. 2, TSMV initiated its community
engagement plan and has attended a range of community events to seek broad input on the Draft Vision
and Principles. This report is a summary of what we’ve heard and is the final report from ASP Phase 2
Community Engagement.

Canmore Safeway: Saturday, October 13.
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WHAT WE HEARD
The future of TSMV represents a tremendous opportunity for the Town of Canmore, its residents and
businesses. Throughout our fall/winter community engagement process, we collected 343 community
member comments related to TSMV’s Draft Vision and Principles.
From these conversations, four primary themes emerged. Feedback was focused on the following:
• 19% affordability (66 comments)
• 15% wildlife (51 comments)
• 15% mobility (50 comments)
• 14% commercial (49 comments).
Beyond these core themes, comments concentrated on:
• 6% community spaces (21 comments)
• 6% undermining (20 comments)
• 2% aesthetics (6 comments)
• 2% natural disaster mitigations (6 comments).
There was a long list of general statements (21%/72 comments), unrelated to the primary themes:
• position on project: in favour, opposed, mixed feelings, more clarity needed
• no more grading
• tax implications
• suggestions for further outreach.
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AFFORDABILITY
The “Inclusive” principle drew the highest numbers of comments and questions.
Principle definition: Three Sisters will be an inclusive, connected area that is designed to
strengthen social ties in Canmore.
Primarily, residents had concerns about affordability. Some suggested ways to alleviate the issue, from a
range of property types to initiatives such as Perpetually Affordable Housing. Others wanted to see
progress toward achieving greater affordability, to provide opportunities for all ages and incomes.
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Affordability:
• 25% - mix of property types (17 comments)
o condos
o apartments
o townhomes
o single family homes
o campgrounds
• 23% - general statements (16 comments)
o Not sure how to achieve affordability, but find a way
• 14% - no second homes (9 comments)
• 8% - staff housing (5 comments)
• 8% - Perpetually Affordable Housing (5 comments)
• 8% - increased rental opportunities (5 comments)
• 14% - other (9 comments)
o social services support
o market driven pricing
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WILDLIFE
When discussing “Sense of Place,” wildlife was the biggest concern.
Principle definition: Three Sisters will respect and embrace its location in a mountainous setting.
Not only is Three Sisters adjacent to Bow Valley’s largest, most studied and one of the most
extensively connected wildlife corridor systems on private lands in Canada, the area will be
designed with an eye to best practices in managing potential negative interactions between
humans and wildlife.
The community wants to make sure that development mitigates the impact on wildlife; the corridor
adjacent to Smith Creek was the main concern. Residents want a functional corridor backed by
independent science-based review that is provincially approved. Education regarding human use—offleash dogs, recreational activities—was also noted, as was further mitigation opportunities (no
mountain ash, buffer zones needed, fencing).
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Wildlife:
• 63% - viable wildlife corridors (33 comments)
• 15% - education regarding human-use in wildlife corridors (8 comments)
o off-leash dogs
o mountain biking
o hiking
• 14% - further mitigations needed (7 comments)
o no mountain ash
o buffer zones
• 8% - other (4 comments)
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MOBILITY
Mobility, another element of the “Inclusive” principle, was the third most discussed topic.
Principle definition: Three Sisters will be an inclusive, connected area that is designed to
strengthen social ties in Canmore.
Residents supported the need for multi-modes of transportation including walking, cycling, mountain
biking and transit. They want an integrated system that connects to current pathways; making TSMV a
mountain biking mecca was a key discussion point. A transit system was also a big priority for residents.
They want connection to downtown and other neighbourhoods to help minimize congestion (specifically
on Bridge Rd.) and parking problems.
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Mobility:
• 51% - integrated trail system (25 comments)
• 25% - sustainable transit (12 comments)
• 10% - congestion/parking (5 comments)
• 10% - pedestrian-friendly (5 comments)
• 4% - other (2 comments)
o traffic impact on Dead Man’s Flats
o questions/clarity on how to move people
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COMMERCIAL
Commercial areas, a key component of the “Three Sisters Mountain Village Economy” principle, were
support by residents. Almost half of the comments related to this theme are in favour of grocery stores,
restaurants and coffee shops to complement the downtown core and support area residents.
Principle definition: As an economic engine that draws new visitors, attracts new investment and
adds to the community’s amenities and infrastructure, Three Sisters’ Village will strengthen
Canmore’s existing economy. The Village will complement Downtown Canmore, as the success of
Canmore’s Main Street is important to the overall success of the Three Sisters area. Adding a
medium-scale conference venue will further enhance Canmore’s economy as supporting facilities
will attract meetings, conventions, festivals and incentive travel in addition to building upon a
growing wellness tourism market. Collaborative work spaces where Canmore’s highly educated
and mobile workforce can build new business opportunities are also envisioned as part of Three
Sisters Village.
Opportunities specific to health and wellness businesses, as well as a potential educational institute,
resonated with residents. There were specific comments about not allowing chain stores, keeping
businesses locally-owned and operated. Close to 10 per cent of comments on this topic did not want to
see commercial as part of development; competition with downtown businesses was cited as the main
concern. There was a large percentage of comments that sought more information on what commercial
would look like.
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Commercial:
• 47% - needed (21 comments)
• 9% - not needed (4 comments)
• 7% - health and wellness businesses opportunities (3 comments)
• 7% - incorporate educational institute (3 comments)
• 7% - no chain stores (3 comments)
• 21% - other (11 comments)
o more information needed about size and scale
o clarity on the balance of hotel space vs. homes
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENTS
TSMV coordinated a series of information booths at events and locations that span community interests.
Please note, there will be more opportunities for residents to feel heard throughout the ASP planning
process. The following is a list of locations and dates from Phase 2 public engagement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday, October 3: Canmore Rotary breakfast
Thursday, October 4: Canmore Mountain Market
Thursday, October 11: BOWDA luncheon
Saturday, October 13: Canmore Safeway
Thursday, October 18: Bow Valley Chamber Business Excellence Awards
Tuesday, October 23: Elevation Place lobby
Saturday, October 27: Thrive Health and Wellness Festival Expo, Canmore Nordic Centre
Tuesday, October 31: Canmore Seniors Association, Creekside Hall
November 17-18: Canmore Christmas Artisans’ Market
Wednesday, December 12, Community Advisory Group breakfast

Elevation Place: Tuesday, October 23.
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COMMUNICATION MATERIALS
In addition to face-to-face conversations, TSMV developed easy to understand communications
materials for community members to take away and learn more. Materials were designed to encourage
interaction and dialogue. At each information session TSMV representatives had printed handouts of the
Draft Vision and Principles document, a large Draft Vision and Principles board and a map showing the
location of Three Sisters’ Village and Smith Creek.

Since not everyone in Canmore knows or understands what an Area Structure Plan is, how it comes
together and its approval process, TSMV provided booth visitors with a one-page handout that explains
this integral planning document and what’s next for TSMV. TSMV also prepared an analogy available to
provide greater understanding of the planning process, an email newsletter sign-up sheet and feedback
form. Each piece of collateral includes phone and website details for more information.
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TSMV refreshed navigation and content on its website to reflect a clearer vision for TSMV, shifting from
the marketing messaging previously used to sell homes. The homepage has a clean look that connects to
the visual identity used in the Draft Vision and Principles document and communications materials to
create consistency and familiarity. The website includes the Draft Overall Vision for Three Sisters
Mountain Village, Draft Vision for Smith Creek and Draft Vision for Three Sisters’ Village. Users were also
asked to share feedback by email at info@tsmv.ca. Community engagement activities are also provided,
as well as a brief history of the project. Blog posts on the website share information about the project,
including articles explaining what an Area Structure Plan is, information about the Environmental Impact
Statement process, the current state of health and wellness tourism and more.

www.tsmv.ca
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PROMOTING OUTREACH OPPORTUNITIES
TSMV shared details about engagement activities on its Facebook page, in an email newsletter to over
900 subscribers and in weekly advertisements in the Rocky Mountain Outlook.

Rocky Mountain Outlook ad

TSMV Newsletter

TSMV Facebook page
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